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Fig. 5

difference whether these stresses are limited to zones of arching or whether they act as assumad by 

Coulomb and by Rankins. Conclusive information on the importance of this percentage reduction oan only 

be obtained by diroot measurement under field conditions.
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No. 2-4 INVESTIGATION OF THE BEARING-POWER OF THE SUBSOIL (ESPECIALLY MORAINE)

WITH 25 X 25 MM POINTED DRILL 7/SIGHTED 7/ITH 100 KG 7/ITHOUT SAMPLES

0. Godskesen, Geo-teohnioal Engineer of the Danish State Railways» M.S.D.C.E.

The weighted drill point was introduced in 1917 by Mr. John Olsson of the Geo-teohnioal commission 

of the Swedish State Railways ("Statens Jarnvagars Geotekniska Kommission 1914-22, Slutbetankande, 

Stockholm 1922" and "Der Bauingenieur 1930 Heft 4l".) and has, without appreciable ohange, since 1927 

been the most used tool in the subsoil investigations of the Danish State Railways ("Ingenioren" 1930,

No, 44").
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Numerous Danish Bridge foundations have been suooessfully carried out based on information obtained sole

ly with this weighted drill point, without sampling of any kind.

The most oommonly enoounterod subsoil in Denmark oonsists of a rather irregular mixture of moraine 

clay without stratifioation and with a varying content of stone and sand. Beside this is often found al
most pure day, sandy soil, mud and peat.

In layers without stratifioation it is slow and expensive to take a sufficient number of samples to 

give a olear pioture of the subsoil conditions. It is espeoially difficult, when drilling with sampling, 

to obtain oorreot information as to the variation of the firmness of the irregular subsoil.

By using the pointed drill, weighted with 100 kg, it is possible in a very short time to obtain a 

series of borings giving a good picture of the variations in the firmness of the subsoil, entirely in

dependent of the judgment of the person conducting the drilling.

The method is somewhat similar to the "Penetration Test" of the "New York subways" ("Eng. News-Rec. 

April 2, 1931"» and "Internat. Vereign. filr Bruokenbau und Hoohbau Kongress, Paris 1932, Vorberioht"

S. 690.) but considerably oheaper.
TheLmost important parts of the weighted drill point, as used by the Danish State Railways, are 

shown in Fig. 1.

The drill point is 200 mm long with a square cross-section, 25 x 25 mm. The drill rods are made of 

20 mm dia solid bars, each section having a length of 1 m. The seotions are sorewed together without 

projecting parts.

The drill point is without turning successively weighted with 25, 50, 75 and 100 kg, the penetra

tion being noted at each new additional 25 kg loading.
When the full penetration of the drill with the 100 kg load is obtained the actual drilling is 

started by means of a handle sorewed on to the upper drill rod.

For each 25 half-turns the depth of the drill point below ground is noted, the number of cm’s being 

read on a vortical scale placed next to the handle (with the zero-reading uppermost).

The difference between the noted depths, that is, the penetration for eaoh 25 half-turns, is then 

plotted graphically as shown in Fig. 2.

Where the penetration of the drill point in not too great a depth is les6 than 50 om for eaoh 25 

half-turns, the ground will be judged fit for direct foundation (with 3 kg/oir?).
In oertain subsoils, especially in loose sedimentary sand and gra’.̂ el and where construction settle

ments oan be allowed, a somewhat greater penetration oan be permitted, - usually not exceeding 1 m.

Often the borings show a definite limit between soft and firm subsoil, eliminating further analysis 

when the firm soil is continued to a depth of 2 to 3 111 below the foundation.

In the case of wide footings it is oustomary to use the Austrian rule (O.N.I.G. Belaetung des Bau- 

grundes, Wien 1928) of only investigating the subsoil to a depth equal to 20 x^width of footing in om.
If the drill at some points shows rather large penetratior. it is advisable to produce samples of 

the layers which show too small resistance to the drill point for further laboratory analysis.

Where firm ground is looated so far down that the use of piling is necessary, the drilling is con

tinued as far down as the drill rods permit.

From the graphioal plot the necessary pile length is determined by oomparison with existing dia

grams of similar conditions on whioh the bearing powers of piles already driven are plotted.

Thus it has been possible in some oase6 on basis of results of the drill point, to fix the pile 

lengths without the driving of test piles.

Full bearing power of the piles is often not obtained until in depths where the penetration of the 

drill point for eaoh 25 half-turns does not exceed 5-10 om over about 1 m length of hole, or a somewhat 
larger value of penetration over a considerably longer stretoh.

In deep soft alluvial soil as f.i. in the Limfjord this rule does not hold true. The torsion 

strength of the drill rod does not permit drilling here to a depth much exceeding 30 n while full bear

ing power of the piles often is not reaohed at this depth. A small penetration of the drill point, in 

great depths, does not neoessarily indioate that the soil here is very firm, but only that the point, 

on account of the great depth, is unable to move the incompressible soil away. Furthermore the friction 

between the drill rod and the soil becomes of significance as the drill point reaches down to greater 

depths.

The rate of drill point penetration will decrease with the depth even when the firmness of the soil 

does not increase, but also here the smaller drill point penetrations are somewhat justified by an in

creasing bearing power of the soil.
In the building of embankments on layers of up to 10 m deep soft organic alluvial deposits (Litorina 

deposits) the weighted drill point has likewise been of great use. It has been possible to estimate the 

maximum penetration of the fill for the embankment into the soft ground with an accuraoy of about 1 m.

The drilling with weighted drill point is considerably cheaper than drilling in cased holes.

When drilling for direot foundation 1 drill master with 2 men can exeoute 4 drill holes in a day.

In oase of drilling in order to determine the length of piling the gang will be able to finish only 

one or two holes per day.

In the Limfjord on 7 n water depth borings with weighted drill point have been carried to 37 m in. 

one day, inoluding plaoing of ponton and a 3" casing to the bottom of the Fjord.
In a few cases where good and reliable soil data were at hand, and where the drill point investi

gations showed poorer Boil than these, it was found safe to disregard the drilling results.

Danish soil seems particularly adopted for investigations with the weighted drill point. In some 

cases the weighted drill point indicated poorer soil than other tests, but further investigations showed



that the drill point indications were right.

It can be said that soil data based on drilling with weighted drill point for direct foundation 

have never been on the unsafe side.
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No. Z-5 SOIL STUDIES FOR THE STORSTROM BRIDGE, DEHMRK

J A. E. Bretting, Chief Engineer, Christian! & Nielsen, Copenhagen

ized method of construction for the foundations of the Storstromsbridge in Denmark

is described.

New hydraulic clay sampler for the extraction of undisturbed samples of the subsoil described. 

Method of testing consistency of clay by new oone apparatus* described. Consistency in kilos K, 

weight of oone G in kilos, penetration of oone y in mm depend on equations

K — G . ( —  ) n
y

For d a y  of Storstroinrnen n =1.75»

The oone oonsistenoy of fat days is thought to express the cohesion of the soil without regard to 

the internal friction.

For the clay in question practical experience makes probable the following relation!

o *= 0.1 . K (o in kg/om2 , K in kg)

Statioal calculation of steel sheet piling is explained. The d a y  is supposed to be frictionless 

during the short period where pit was laid dry. Diagrams for finding driving depth and maximum moments 

of steel sheet piling established.

Measurement of aotual stresses in sheet piling carried out during excavation of pit.

Results compared with theoretical stresses.
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